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Current Project Overview 
An increase in awareness and concern of the human effect on global warming has prompted actions to 
reduce methane emissions, including in the oil and gas sector here in the United States. Due to this 
demand, funding has been allocated from various stakeholders, increasing the emission detection 
capabilities, and prompting research into emission detection solutions. Under Colorado State University’s 
(CSU) Methane Emissions Technology Evaluation Center (METEC) Research Group, work has been focused 
on creating an environment to simulate natural gas emissions at oil and gas field sites. The Advancing 
Development of Emissions Detection (ADED) project is focused on developing comprehensive test 
protocols and standards for natural gas leak detection and quantification (LDAQ) solutions in the oil and 
gas sector. 
 
My research is involved with the field testing of LDAQ solutions at oil and gas sites. ADED will perform 
testing of the same solutions at METEC in a controlled environment and compare it with the data taken 
in our field trials. Due to the intermittent nature of high-volume methane emission events, my work has 
been focused on evaluating continuous monitoring (CM) solutions that were created to monitor or 
measure these emission sources and alert an operator for follow-up action. Little testing has been 
conducted on the performance of CMs under field conditions, so my work focuses on evaluating the 
detection limits and accuracy of emission estimates produced by these CMs during field audits. Verifying 
the accuracy of the CMs’ detections, attributions, and quantifications assists in ADED’s overall goal of 
increasing the adaptation of LDAQ solutions by natural gas operators. 
 
During field deployments, our team works with operators to conduct controlled releases at field locations 
where the solutions from multiple CM vendors are installed. From the CMs’ dashboards, I have been 
analyzing concentration measurements, wind speed and wind direction measurements, attribution 
estimates, and site level quantification estimates for each solution (if available). During each release, data 
were evaluated to identify if clear indications of the emission were observed (detection), if the systems 
correctly identified the source location (attribution), and if emission rate estimates were accurate 
(quantification).   
 
Research Progress 
At this point in my research, I have participated in two weeklong field assignments as a part of a leak 
detection deployment at an oil and gas site. During these assignments we conducted over 30 controlled 
methane releases at varied locations, which were selected to simulate potential emission sources at the 
facility. At this site, there are over five different vendors that installed their CM solutions prior to testing. 



 
Data from each solution’s dashboard has been exported for the time surrounding each release. I am 
currently implementing code that can be used to compare the controlled releases to the data collected 
from the CM solutions. This code will be beneficial in the future when conducting further testing of CM 
solutions and will contribute to the larger goal of standardizing the procedure of detecting leaks for 
federal and state organizations to reduce the effect of greenhouse gases.  
Almost all the companies that provided solutions for field testing also performed controlled testing at 
METEC. Preliminary analysis shows better performance from the solutions at METEC including improved 
detection rates, more accurate emission estimates and attribution of the leak locations, when compared 
to the data from field testing. This could be due to the location selection of the sensors, number of sensors 
deployed, site conditions including baseline or background emissions, or differences in analytics during 
the deployments. Figure 1 shows the controlled release rates for one of the releases conducted in my first 
field assignment. The first plot shows the metered release rate, and the second plot shows the estimated 
release rate provided from the CM solution. While the estimated release rate is far above the metered 
value, the release was coming from a location near the combo units, and the CM solution correctly 
attributed the location, as shown in the third plot. 

  
Figure 1: Example data from controlled release (top panel) and solution data (bottom two panels) 

 
Research Plans 
Over the next 3-6 months our team will be completing more deployments of field testing in various parts 
of the United States. The team’s goal is to analyze as many CM solutions as possible to identify the 
accuracy of the solutions to assist in progressing and unifying the procedures of detecting emissions on 
oil and gas sites. The data will be analyzed and supplied to the companies if they are interested. 
 
Publications 
I am currently co-author on “Using a driving survey to estimate the size of methane emission sources in 
the DJ Basin” which was recently submitted by Stuart Riddick of Colorado State University. 
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